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Introduction

MIMD multiprocessors are increasingly used for production supercomputing. Supercomputer applications often have tremendous le I/O requirements. Although newer I/O subsystems, which attach multiple disks to the multiprocessor, permit parallel le access, le
system software often has insucient support for parallel access to the parallel disks, which
is necessary for scalable performance. Most existing multiprocessor le systems are based on
the conventional le system interface (which has operations like open, close, read, write, and
seek). Although this provides the familiar le abstraction, it is dicult to use for parallel
access to a le. Scalable applications must cooperate to read or write a le in parallel.
We propose an extension to the conventional interface, that supports the most common
parallel access patterns, hides the details of the underlying parallel disk structure, and is
implementable on both uniprocessors and multiprocessors. It also supports the conventional
interface for programs ported from other systems, programmers who do not require the
expressive power of the extended interface, and access via a standard network le system.
We concentrate on scientic workloads, which on uniprocessors have large, sequentiallyaccessed les. Parallel le systems and the applications that use them are not suciently
mature for us to know what access patterns might be typical, but we expect to still see
sequential access either locally, within the access pattern of each process, or globally, in the
combined accesses of all processes cooperating to access a le.

Extensions to the Conventional Interface

The Unix le system interface 5] is the typical conventional interface, supporting operations
such as open, create, close, read, write, and seek on the le, considered to be an addressable
sequence of bytes. Depending on the particular multiprocessor implementation of the Unix
interface, there are many diculties in using the interface to program a parallel le access
pattern. We describe our extensions as solutions to these problems.
Sharing open les: Typically, each process must open the le independently, generating many open requests. This is both inconvenient and inecient. We propose a multiopen
operation, which opens the le for the entire parallel application when run from any process
in the application.
Self-scheduled access: One globally sequential access pattern reads or writes the le
in a self-scheduled order. The conventional interface requires the programmer to synchronize
the processes, determine a le location for the next record, seek to that location, and perform
the access. This is inconvenient and error-prone. We propose to support a both a global
le pointer (providing a single shared le pointer for all processes, atomically updated on
each access) as well as the traditional local le pointer (providing each process with an
independent, local le pointer).
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Segmented les:

Consider the task of writing a large output le. One possibility
is to write all of one process's data, followed by the next, and so forth. In parallel, each
process seeks to the beginning of its segment of the le, and starts writing. This is dicult
to do if the sizes of the segments are not known in advance. It is extremely awkward to
extend a process's segment later. For these situations, we provide a new type of le called
a multile. A multile is a single le with one directory entry, and contains a collection of
subles, each of which is a separate sequence of bytes. A multile is created by a parallel
program with a certain number of subles, usually equal to the number of processes in
the program. Each process writes its own suble. Later, when the multile is opened for
reading, each process reads its own suble.
Records: We support logical records, in addition to the traditional byte-stream abstraction. The record support can be combined with the global le pointer synchronization
to provide atomic operations for reading and writing records.
Mapped File Pointers: To support access patterns other than self-scheduled and
segmented, we allow the user to specify a mapping function for each le pointer, which
maps the le pointer to a specic position. Some built-in functions (e.g., interleaved), are
provided.
Coercion: With record les and multiles, les are no longer simply a single sequence
of bytes. To allow access by programs using the traditional interface, we provide automatic
coercion of multiles or record-oriented les into plain byte-oriented les. The interface
provides the conventional abstraction without physically changing the le's organization.

Previous Work

One early implementation is the Intel Concurrent File System 4]. Crockett 1] outlines a
multiprocessor le system design. The most exciting recent work is the new nCUBE le
system 2] and the ELFS object-oriented interface 3].
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